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A newly opened forest cabin is attacked by a newly awakened creature. The first thing that catches your eye when you see its inhabitants is their small,
wrinkled noses. Sleeping foxes, cubs and little bears sleep in their miniature houses with covered spouts. In her first exhibition, held in New York last
May, Caia Levant, development director of Pepiko Gallery, presented works that are a hybrid of artist, photographer and designer. The world of
digital art continues to evolve. One has only to get used to the word "photo" a little, as new types of data appear, more and more functional, bold,
relevant and attractive. Not so long ago, a group of Japanese scientists from the University of Bristol announced an incredible scientific discovery, and
soon the whole world will know about them. In mid-August this year, a massive light show was held on New York's High Street, turning each of the 14
floors of the Ritz-Carlton building into a complete digital replica of the beach city of Bangkok. Spring is just around the corner, and therefore every
mother wants to stock up on bright and relevant accessories for her baby. In this article, we will find out which bright bag to choose for a little
fashionista. Fashion for bags does not stand still. Over the past few months, she has literally been changing towards more feminine and frivolous
things. Despite the fact that until recently bags were present only in the wardrobe of the fair sex, designers at one fine moment began to switch to men,
offering them bags made of leather, suede, linen and even velor. Delight your loved ones with our online gift catalog. During the holidays, many
Russians have to solve a difficult problem - how to provide themselves and their families with decent living during the entire vacation. On the one
hand, money for holidays is traditionally issued in the form of a salary card, but on the other hand, how to save money on holidays and at the same
time not lose quality of life? And every day we find the kindest and most inspiring articles to make your day even more awesome. We will be very
pleased if you subscribe to us! Editor-in-Chief - A.D. Stepanov Founder of Russkaya Narodnaya Liniya LLC Write to us at info@ruskline.ru Phone:
+7 (812) 950-92-09 Technology & Mass Communication Al N
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